DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND LAW

SUSTAINABILITY DISCLOSURE IN CORPORATE REPORTING

DATES
20 Jul - 31 Jul 2020

CREDITS
6 ECTS

TUITION
€ 150
Includes all courses activities, visits, lectures. Travel and other living expenses are not included in the tuition fee.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
15 March, 2020

LOCATION
MILAN (ITA)

CONTACT
federica.doni@unimib.it

With the support of the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The First Edition of SDCR Summer School is linked to a Jean Monnet Module that has been selected for EU support (2019-2022). It is part of the BASE (BICOCCA AMBIENTE SOCIETA' ECONOMIA) initiatives at University of Milan-Bicocca. The program will be held in Milan, Italy.

It will provide to participants 11 days of lectures, seminars, workshops, class assignments, discussions, field trips and group exercises. The program will look into how, local and global actors, take into account the needs to disclose on non financial information. The aim is to promote teaching, discussion and dissemination of information on sustainability reporting and related activities at the European level in the context of the adoption of the Directive EU/95/2014. The program aims to deepen participants’ knowledge, understanding and building their competencies on the role and value of sustainability reporting and to give participants the possibility to grow their skill-set regarding to:

• Intercultural, financial, economic and sociological aspects of corporate social responsibility in the business and finance context
• Directive EU/95/2014 and its implementation in the European Union
• Climate change: the role of economic system at local and global level
• Co-creation of viable pathways to long-term sustainable initiatives in profit and non profit sectors

SDCR School aims to be more than a summer school: you will have the chance to meet, compare your ideas for a sustainable future together with participants from different geographical and educational backgrounds.
CONTENTS COVERED

- Non financial accounting and corporate reporting
- European directive EU/95/2014
- Business valuation, finance and ESG issues
- Sustainable corporate governance,
- Environmental social and extinction accounting

PREREQUISITES

We shall be glad to consider any background deemed for the program as reflected from the CV of the students. The school is open to Master students, PhD students, researchers and practitioners.

ACCOMMODATION

If you have been selected to the summer school program, in order to request a quote on accommodation in one of the facilities of Bicocca Campus you can send an email to booking.bicocca.fms.it@sodexo.com

HOW TO ENROLL

You are required to enroll through the online application form. Every program on http://www.summerschoolbicocca.com has an apply now section in order to access to the application. After receiving the selection notification, you would be required to pay the course tuition fee within a specified period. Please follow the section Fees & Payment on our Summer School website for understanding the payment options.

SCHOLARSHIPS

The University of Milano-Bicocca offers partial and full scholarship please consult the web-site for update information and criteria of eligibility.

WEB-SITE

http://summerschoolbicocca.com/20-sustainability-disclosure.php